UNGS Facility Safety Programs
Participating States in the Federal/State Cooperative Partnership

WESTERN REGION:
UNGS Inter: 15 UNGS Intra: 29

CENTRAL REGION:
UNGS Inter: 47 UNGS Intra: 76

EASTERN REGION:
UNGS Inter: 117 UNGS Intra: 13

SOUTHWEST REGION:
UNGS Inter: 22 UNGS Intra: 45

AK is part of Western Region

HI is part of Western Region

State has UNGS Facilities
State has No UNGS Facilities
UNGSS Intrastate 60105 Certification
UNGSS Intrastate 60106 Agreement
Number of UNGS Facilities (green text)

Underground Natural Gas Storage (UNGS) facility counts and types as reported by operators to PHMSA on CY2023 Annual Reports as of July 2024.
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